
Domein informatie
.se - Sweden
Swedish .SE domain name registrar

 

.SE is the ccTLD for Sweden. SecureOnline B.V. is an accredited Registrar for the top-level domain

.se. Together with the Foundation, SecureOnline B.V. works for positive development of the Internet
in Sweden for the benefit of users and society at large. Our shared goal is satisfied domain holders,
regardless of whether they are large organizations or private individuals.

 

Information about handling of personal information

SecureOnline B.V. handles personal information in compliance with the Swedish Personal Data Act
(1998:204) and the Foundation's controller of personal data agreement.

.SE registration requirements

Here you can find out about the terms that apply for registration of .se-domain names.

Everyone in the world can register an .SE domain name.

 

Are there specific requirements to register a .SE domain name?

Minimum 3 characters. Maximum 63 characters. You can't start or end an .SE domain name with a
("-") sign.

 

Are IDN domain names supported for .SE domains?

Yes, the folowing characters are supported: å, ä, ö, é and ü, and any of the characters of the official
Swedish minority languages, or their Nordic neighbors’ languages.

The Registry for a .se domain name is located at IIS

Additional .SE information

Minimum registration period: 1 year

Transfer policy: The transfer costs do not include a renewal of
the domain. The registration period will remain
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intact, the domain will be renewed on the
original expiry date.

Deactivation period: After expiration, a .se domain will go into a
status of "Pending Delete Restorable " for a 60
day period. The domain will be offline and no
changes to the domain are possible. During this
period, the domain can be restored by Realtime
Register. The costs for this reactivation are the
equivalent of the renew fee.

Contract required? Yes
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